For Date: 09/22/2018 - Saturday

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call Reason</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18-21392</td>
<td>0017</td>
<td>BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK</td>
<td>log info. only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Property check.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Clear.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-21393</td>
<td>0036</td>
<td>BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK</td>
<td>log info. only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Check of the Yentile recreational facility.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Checks ok.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-21394</td>
<td>0117</td>
<td>BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK</td>
<td>log info. only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Check of the Town beach.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Checks ok.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

18-21395
Location/Address: [WIL 2144] AFR - WALTHAM ST
Vehicle: GRY 2018 CHEV COLORA Reg: PC MA 5ZN991 VIN: 1GCPDE13J1108381
Vehicle: GRY 2009 FORD SE FUSION Reg: PC MA 8PT141 VIN: 3FAHP07Z29R120873
Narrative: Checking on the businesses in the area due to an door found ajar.

Narrative: 35- Building is open and accessible, checking the interior.

Narrative: 34- did a walk through. Checks ok.

18-21396
Vicinity of: ANDOVER ST
Vehicle: BLK 2011 HYUN SE SONATA Reg: PC MA 7HS333 VIN: 5NPEC4AC5BH008193
Narrative: Caller reporting a vehicle pulled over and a person looking around with a flashlight.

Narrative: Caller stating he can see three individuals with flashlights.

Narrative: one of the individuals stated he was looking for his dog. Upon further investigation and speaking to his father who stated neither him nor his son own a dog.

Narrative: Transporting juvenile to the station to await a ride home. S/N: 57020.1

Narrative: 35- other two males were sent on their way.
Narrative: CRIMINAL APPLICATION ISSUED: POSSESSION OF A DANGEROUS WEAPON, DOUBLE EDGED KNIFE.

Narrative: E/M: 57024.9

Narrative: Juvenile was picked up at this time by his sister.

Refer To Summons: 18-351-AR
Summons: BONACORSI, ALEC JOSEPH
Address: 15 WIGHTMAN RD WILMINGTON, MA
Age: 18
Charges: DANGEROUS WEAPON, CARRY

18-21397 0440 ALARM, BURGLAR cancel
Vicinity of: [WIL 131] SUNRISE MARKET - MAIN ST
Narrative: Front entry alarm.
Narrative: Cancelled per Millenium Alarm.

18-21398 0656 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative: Building check

18-21399 0800 DISABLED MV Taken/Referred to Other
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST + CONCORD ST
Narrative: AAA reports DMV in intersection
Narrative: AAA removed vehicle prior to arrival

18-21400 0831 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LOWELL ST
Vehicle: BLU 2010 TOY T RAV4 Reg: PC MA 518SZ3 VIN: 2T3BF4DV7AW071326
Narrative: Written warning red light

18-21401 0910 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 206] CEMETERY GROUNDS NOT BUILDING - WILDWOOD ST
Narrative: Property check

18-21402 0924 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: WOBURN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2015 GMC SIERRA Reg: PC MA 3E2954 VIN: 3GTU2WEJ4FG392047
Narrative: Written warning stop sign

18-21404 1001 ESCORT/TRANSPORT finish
Location/Address: [WIL 60] NICHOLS FUNERAL HOME - MIDDLESEX AVE
Narrative: Funeral escort

18-21405 1014 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 73] GYM ST USA - JEWEL DR
Narrative: Anonymous caller reports employee removing vehicle for
### 18-21406
**1019 ALARM, BURGLAR**
**False Alarm**
**Location/Address:** [WIL 1546] HORIZON BRADCO - WALTHAM ST
**Narrative:**
Entry Exit office door
Checks secure

### 18-21409
**1135 ANIMAL COMPLAINT**
log info. only
**Vicinity of:** GLEN RD + DOBSON ST
**Narrative:**
Caller located dog in area possible bloodhound red/brown in color
Caller brought dog to Best Pets who will locate owner

### 18-21410
**1155 CITIZEN CONTACT**
**Taken/Referred to Other**
**Location/Address:** PARKER ST
**Narrative:**
Caller reports tree on town property has fallen into yard
33 reports tree fell into yard no damage to property
***On Call DPW Notified***

### 18-21411
**1218 ANIMAL COMPLAINT**
**finish**
**Location/Address:** [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
**Narrative:**
Report of people with dogs on fields
33 - clear, spoke to party that works for grooming company in Webber Terrace who was walking dogs along the property, she was advised dogs cannot be on field

### 18-21412
**1219 VANDALISM MALC DAMAGE**
**Investigated**
**Location/Address:** CRESENT ST
**Narrative:**
Caller reporting her house was egged last night, believes she knows who did it and it is an on-going issue with that male party
***See Report***
Refer To Incident: 18-1005-OF

### 18-21413
**1256 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY**
**finish**
**Location/Address:** GLEN RD
**Narrative:**
Report of 2 syringes in the area, one in front of this location and 1 in front of 133
Retrieved needles and will return to station for disposal

### 18-21416
**1343 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint**
**Could Not Locate**
**Location/Address:** [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
**Narrative:**
Town Manager reports dirt bike being driven behind Town Hall

**Narrative:**
Checked area unable to locate at this time

---

**18-21417** 1410 **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP** Citation/Warning Issued

- **Vicinity of:** [WIL 4777] CRONIN - WOBURN ST
- **Vehicle:** BLK 2017 NITS UT OUTLAN Reg: PC MA 4JA131 VIN: JA4A23A31HZ030808
- **Narrative:** Citation adult seat belt, written warning speed

---

**18-21418** 1429 **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP** Summons

- **Vicinity of:** LOWELL ST
- **Vehicle:** WHI 2018 JEEP WRANGL Reg: PC MA 206K17 VIN: 1C4HJXD8JW256000
- **Narrative:** Crimanal App for OAS License

**Narrative:**
Licensed operator took control of vehicle

**Refer To Summons:** 18-352-AR

- **Summons:** MARTINSON, KELLY K
- **Address:** 271 BURLINGTON AVE WILMINGTON, MA
- **Age:** 40
- **Charges:** LICENSE SUSPENDED OR REVOKED, OF MV WITH

---

**18-21420** 1753 **BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK** finish

- **Vicinity of:** [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
- **Narrative:** Property check.

---

**18-21421** 1811 **TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint** finish

- **Vicinity of:** ALDRICH RD
- **Narrative:** Enforcement.

---

**18-21422** 1814 **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP** Citation/Warning Issued

- **Vicinity of:** ALDRICH RD
- **Vehicle:** 2016 HOND 4D ACCORD Reg: PC NC PDJ8594 VIN: 1HGCR2F37GA014659
- **Narrative:** Written warning for speed and expired registration.

---

**18-21423** 1816 **BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK** log info. only

- **Vicinity of:** [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
- **Narrative:** Property check.

**Narrative:**
Clear.

---

**18-21424** 1833 **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP** Citation/Warning Issued

- **Vicinity of:** ALDRICH RD
- **Vehicle:** GRY 2016 GMC TERRAI Reg: PC MA 59055 VIN: 2GKFLSEK6G6301966
- **Narrative:** Written warning for speed.

---

**18-21425** 1839 **MOTOR VEHICLE STOP** Citation/Warning Issued

- **Vicinity of:** CONCORD ST
- **Vehicle:** GRN 2007 BMW SE 335 Reg: PC MA CS8052 VIN: WBAVB73537VF50158
- **Narrative:** Written warning for speed.
18-21426  1850  ALARM, BURGLAR  False Alarm
Location/Address: [WIL 1684]  SELEMA ST
Narrative: interior basement motion alarm
Narrative: 32- checks secure, clear.

18-21427  1852  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 1514]  FOREST ST
Vehicle: BLU 2010 CHEV SILVER  Reg: PC MA 782GN6  VIN: 1GCSRSE07A2253138
Narrative: Written warning for speed.

18-21428  1913  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: [WIL 2806]  MBTA PARKING LOT - MAIN ST
Vehicle: BLK 2017 CHEV UT TAHOE  Reg: PC MA RT78XP  VIN: 1GNSKBK09HR394831
Narrative: Written warning for right on red.

18-21430  1939  MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH  Arrest(s) Made
Vicinity of: [WIL 6240]  LANGE - WESTDALE AVE
Vehicle: BLU 2015 HOND UT CRV  Reg: PC MA SN642  VIN: 5J6RM4H30FL124594
Towed: For: Arrest/Custody By: A&S Towing To: Towed to Station
Narrative: Caller reporting a hit and run in the street. PD responding.
Narrative: BOLO for suspect vehicle put out over NWST.
Narrative: State PD and Andover PD have the suspect vehicle on RTE 125 at Prospect St. 34 and Forrest Towing en route.
Narrative: LT Pupa notified.
Narrative:
Narrative: 34- returning with 1 in custody, A&S and State PD standing by with the vehicle
S/M: 7097.1
Narrative: 34- E/M: 7104.9
Narrative: Arrested Susan St. Marie-ABDW M/V, Reckless Op
Narrative: No bail set by Bail Commissioner Regan.
Narrative: Citation issued for leaving the scene with personal injury and reckless operation of motor vehicle

18-21432  2045  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: MAIN ST
Vehicle: GRY 2015 CHEV UT TAHOE  Reg: PC MA 737CV2  VIN: 1GNSCAECKFR635375
Narrative: Verbal warning for speed.
18-21433  2057  ASSIST OTHER AGENCY  finish
Location/Address: [WIL 959] SHELL GAS STATION - MAIN ST
Narrative:
Assist the FD with a fire alarm.

Narrative:
31- burnt food at Dunkin Donuts. FD notified.

Narrative:
31- FD on scene to handle, clear.

18-21436  2134  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: RICHMOND ST
Vehicle: WHI 2018 NISS SENTRA S Reg: PC CT AP99568 VIN: 3N1AB7AP6JY339827
Narrative:
Written warning for stop sign violation.

18-21437  2152  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: RICHMOND ST
Vehicle: RED 2008 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 1AW640 VIN: 2HGFA165X8H511059
Narrative:
Verbal warning for operating without headlights.

18-21438  2215  MOTOR VEHICLE STOP  Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: LAKE ST
Vehicle: GRY 2004 VOLK SE PASSAT Reg: PC MA 4018KK VIN: WVWFD63B44E170616
Narrative:
Written warning for after-market lighting and plate light violation.

18-21439  2224  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
Property check.

18-21440  2228  Police Departmental Service  log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
31- light for the flag pole is not on or is broken.

Narrative:
Call faxed to public buildings.

18-21441  2233  CITIZEN CONTACT  finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 496] ADVANCED AUTO PARTS - MAIN ST
Narrative:
Off speaking with 2 males in the lot.

Narrative:
31- both parties walking home, check ok, clear.

18-21442  2241  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Property check.

Narrative:
Clear.

18-21443  2243  BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK  log info. only
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:
Property check.

Narrative:
Clear.

For Date: 09/23/2018 - Sunday

18-21447 0035 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 2965] YENTILERECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:
Property check.

18-21448 0058 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
Property check.
Narrative:
clear checks ok.

18-21449 0123 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SHAWSHEEN AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2017 HOND SE CIVIC Reg: PC MA 4NT127 VIN: 19XFC2F53HE231039
Narrative:
written warning for speed.

18-21450 0143 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Area check.

18-21451 0144 MOTOR VEHICLE STOP Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: SHAWSHEEN AVE
Vehicle: BLK 2012 HYUN UT VERACR Reg: PC MA TC4779 VIN: KMBNU3CC2CU193602
Narrative:
written warning for speed and defective equipment.

18-21452 0357 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 1029] TOWN HALL - GLEN RD
Narrative:
Property check.

18-21453 0431 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: PARKER ST
Narrative:
caller stating she has access to security cameras on her
mothers house, around midnight her niece and nephew came
home, she has gotten 2 alert motions since then and the
_cameras are now pointed down, she is requesting an officer
do a check of the perimeter

Narrative:
33-Checked the property everything appears ok.

18-21457 0911 SUSPICIOUS ACTIVITY finish
Vicinity of: CUSHING DR
Narrative:
Resident reports gray Honda CRV parked in front of house is
unfamiliar to area.
Narrative:
31 reports multiple cars in area, will follow up at R/O residence

Narrative:
31 spoke with owner, they report family member is staying at friend's house on Cushing Dr

18-21458 0935 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: [WIL 86] HIGH SCHOOL - CHURCH ST
Narrative:
34 off in area getting cars parked in area off roadway

Narrative:
34 reports vehicles being moved off roadway

18-21459 0941 LOCKOUT OF STRUCTURE or MV finish
Location/Address: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: GRY 2002 TOYU UT SEQUOI Reg: PC MA 646FD7 VIN: 5TDBT48A62S110460
Narrative:
Vehicle lockout

Narrative:
39 unable to gain entry, AAA will be notified later

18-21460 0957 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE + GLEN RD
Narrative:
Standing by for road race

18-21464 1146 PARKING COMPLAINT Citation/Warning Issued
Vicinity of: ADAMS ST
Vehicle: GRN 2012 FORD F250 Reg: CO MA L68692 VIN: 1FT7X2B6S6EB64598
Narrative:
Parking citation issued

18-21465 1147 ASSIST OTHER AGENCY Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: [WIL 956] MILESTONE GROUP HOME - HIGH ST
Narrative:
Fire alarm activation, FD responding

Narrative:
False alarm FD to handle

18-21466 1155 PARKING COMPLAINT finish
Vicinity of: MILL RD
Narrative:
Caller reports cars parked on road causing traffic issue

Narrative:
34 reports one vehicle causing issue will be moved

18-21467 1217 Bylaw Violation Investigated
Vicinity of: [WIL 84] WEST INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL - CARTER LN
Vehicle: BLK 2017 GMC SIERRA Reg: PC MA 6ND127 VIN: 1GT02SEG9HZ261082
Narrative:
34 reporting operator of MA reg 6ND127 illegally dumping construction debris in the dumpster at this location.

Narrative:
see report.
Refer To Incident: 18-1007-OF

18-21468 1224 PARKING COMPLAINT Investigated
Vicinity of: WISER ST
Narrative: silver Lexus parked by this location with a female operator. caller does not recognize vehicle. stating plate begins with 261
Narrative: 34 reporting no illegally parked cars in the area.

18-21469 1255 MOTOR VEHICLE CRASH Investigated
Vicinity of: MIDDLESEX AVE
Vehicle: WHI 2011 INTL 4300 Reg: CO MA S62127 VIN: 1HTMMAAL8BH316418
Vehicle: MVC in area no injuries reported
Narrative: 39 reports paper exchange only, vehicles struck mirrors as the passed each other on road

18-21470 1300 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative: Check of park

18-21471 1357 LOST PROPERTY log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 50] 99 RESTAURANT - LOWELL ST
Narrative: Caller lost black Samsung Galaxy 8 in peach and blue case

18-21472 1404 TRAFFIC CONTROL Complaint finish
Vicinity of: BUTTERSROW
Narrative: Caller reports dirtbikes operating on road in area
Narrative: caller stating one quad and 3 dirt bikes. quad was being operated by a female party wearing a helmet and one of the dirt bikes was white with blue detailing, being operated by a male party wearing a helmet. they were seen coming from Chestnut St side, passed a vehicle travelling in the roadway, drove partly into callers yard nearby where she was doing yard work and continued on towards Main St.
Narrative: Checked area GOA

18-21476 1509 DISTURBANCE finish
Location/Address: [WIL 801] FIRESTONE - MAIN ST
Narrative: Employee reports unwanted customer refusing to leave after dispute over damage possibly done to vehicle
Narrative: 34 reports customer left without incident

18-21477 1521 CITIZEN CONTACT finish
Location/Address: CARTER LN
Narrative: Resident reports neighbor is installing fence post into right of way, would like to speak with officer
Narrative:
34 reports property dispute over fence being installed

18-21478 1620 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 2965] YENTILE RECREATIONAL FACILITY - CROSS ST
Narrative:
Property check

18-21479 1646 Police Log Entry log info. only
Location/Address: [WIL 1016] PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING - ADELAIDE ST
Narrative:
Magistrate Paul McDonald notified for Jenkins Hearing by Lt Fiore and probable cause was found

18-21481 1943 911 ABANDONED / HANGUP finish
Location/Address: [WIL 67] CAREONE AT WILMINGTON - WOBURN ST
Narrative:
Resident dialed 911 reporting she hit emergency button for nurse approximately 1/2 hour ago, no one has responded to her room yet

Narrative:
Spoke with Kathy who states nurse was now in room

18-21482 2010 BUILDING OR HOUSE CHECK finish
Location/Address: [WIL 1573] TOWN BEACH - BURNAP ST
Narrative:
Check of beach

18-21484 2045 ODOR OF ANY TYPE Taken/Referred to Other
Location/Address: EVERGREEN DR
Narrative:
Odor of natural gas, FD responding

Narrative:
FD shut gas to pool area, National Grid and Avalon Maintenance

18-21487 2358 ANIMAL COMPLAINT log info. only
Vicinity of: EVERGREEN DR
Narrative:
Calling party states, upstairs neighbors dog has been barking for the past 12 hours, nobody is home with the dog, wants this logged as she believes the management of the complex told her neighbors the dog was supposed to be gone from the apartment. Caller was advised to contact the management of the complex in the morning.

Narrative:
ACO has been at this address in the past for an animal abuse complaint.